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ABSTRACT
Symmetric Searchable Encryption (SSE) schemes enable users to search over encrypted data hosted on an untrusted server. Recently, there has been a lot of interest in forward and backward private SSE. The notion of forward privacy guarantees that updates to the encrypted structure do not reveal their association to any query made in the past. Backward privacy, on the other hand, guarantees that queries do not reveal their association to deleted documents. But strong backward private schemes are known to be inefficient in terms of both communication and computation. One avenue for improvement is leveraging the power of trusted execution environments such as Intel SGX inside the untrusted server to improve some of these inefficiencies. In this work, we propose the first SGX-supported dynamic SSE constructions that are forward-private as well as backward-private. To the best of our knowledge, while there is some work on SGX-supported Oblivious RAM (ORAM) and static SSE, there is no work on SGX-supported dynamic SSE. We propose three constructions that cover all types of backward privacy in literature that are very efficient compared to the state of the art backward private schemes. Our communication complexity is always the number of current documents matching the query and we show that there is no need for ‘total obliviousness’ in constructions for the strongest notion of backward privacy.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A structured encryption (STE) scheme encrypts a data structure in such a way that it can be privately queried. An STE scheme is secure if it reveals nothing about the structure and query to an adversary beyond a well-specified and “reasonable” leakage profile. Examples of STE include graph [8, 29], dictionary [6, 8] and, in particular multiplex encryption schemes [2, 6, 12] which can be used to design searchable symmetric encryption (SSE). Encrypted multi-maps (EMM) naturally yield single-keyword SSE schemes by storing pairs of the form \((w, id)\) where \(w\) is a keyword and \(id\) is a tuple of identifiers for the files that contain \(w\). In addition, EMMs can be used as building blocks to design graph encryption schemes [8], boolean SSE schemes [7, 23] and encrypted relational databases [22]. SSE schemes support update operations such as add or delete are known as dynamic SSE schemes.

Most recent work on dynamic SSE schemes has focused on the notion of forward and backward privacy which was first proposed by Stefanov et al. [35] and later formalized by Bost [2, 3]. Roughly speaking, forward privacy guarantees that updates do not reveal their association to any query made in the past. While forward privacy is a useful security property in of itself, it has also been shown to mitigate the adaptive file injection attacks of Zhang et al. [42]. Backward privacy guarantees that queries do not reveal their association to deleted documents. While there are no known attacks that leverage the lack of backward privacy, improving the security guarantees of SSE schemes is well-motivated. Currently there are only about two to three backward private schemes per flavor to the best of our knowledge.

There has been a lot of interest in using the power of Intel SGX (Section 4) to make oblivious data structures more efficient [21, 30, 33]. As far as communication complexity is concerned, Intel SGX and other enclave technologies essentially give you the power of placing a mini-client inside the untrusted server. In other words, SGX can give us the power of interactive protocols without the expensive interactions with the actual client. To the best of our knowledge the only known SSE scheme using SGX that does not use ORAM techniques is by Fuhry et al. [15]. They propose an encrypted database index called HardIDX based on \(B^*\) trees to search over encrypted data but the scheme is not dynamic.

In this work we explore how Intel SGX can help us achieve efficient and strong backward private SSE constructions. To that end, we propose three preliminary constructions (Bunker-A, Bunker-B and Fort). These constructions are already very efficient compared to the state of the art. Most existing backward private constructions incur high computational and communicational cost due to underlying use of ORAM and other expensive primitives such as puncturable encryption. Our constructions essentially leverage the power granted by SGX to reduce or eliminate the need of expensive building blocks and even eliminate interactions between client and server while achieving the strongest type of backward privacy (Type-I). We hope this serves as motivation to further explore how trusted execution environments like SGX can eliminate inefficiencies in SSE schemes and achieve different tradeoffs between security and efficiency. Our schemes, to the best of our knowledge, are the first dynamic SSE schemes that guarantee backward and forward privacy by leveraging trusted execution environments such as Intel SGX.
Main Contributions.

- We show that all three types of backward privacy can be achieved with Intel SGX and without using any complicated primitives such as puncturable encryption and eliminating the need for total obliviousness.
- By harnessing the power of SGX, our schemes do not take more than one round-trip for both search and update, and improve upon both computational and communication complexity.

We layout our future work in section 6.

2 RELATED WORK

SSE was first proposed by Song et al. [34], Chase and Kamara introduced structured encryption as a generalization of SSE, along with several adaptively-secure constructions [9]. Kamara et al. gave the first construction for Dynamic SSE with optimal search complexity [25]. Subsequent works have focused on improving several problems of dynamic [2, 6, 18, 24, 25, 35], forward-private [1–3, 13, 16, 17, 35, 38] and backward-private [3, 17, 38] SSE.

Encrypted search schemes and SGX. Fuhry et al. [15] use Intel SGX to propose an encrypted database index, HardIDX based on $B^*$ trees to search over encrypted data. The search functionality is implemented inside the SGX enclave but HardIDX does not support update operations. Other works such as Zerotrace [33] use Intel SGX to propose generic efficient ORAM primitives and Oblix [30] focuses particularly on oblivious search and update functionalities proposing an oblivious index which does not leak access pattern and result size of searches. Hoang et al. [21] propose POSUP (practical oblivious search and update platform) where they harness Intel SGX to realize efficient oblivious data structures to be used as building blocks for oblivious search and update schemes.

Forward and Backward Privacy. Stefanov et al. first proposed the notion of forward and backward privacy in the context of SSE and gave a forward private construction based on ORAM techniques [35]. Bost [2] proposed the Sophos construction which was the first practical forward-private dynamic SSE scheme. A recent follow-up by Bost et al. [3] proposed several constructions that are forward and backward private and formally defined different flavors of backward privacy. The only other and more recent backward private constructions have been by Chamani et al. [17] where the strongest level of backward privacy is achieved by Path ORAM [36], and Sun et al. [38] where the main contribution is a symmetric puncturable encryption scheme used to improve upon the schemes in [3]. Kamara and Moataz described various constructions, including a boolean dynamic SSE scheme which can be made forward-private [23]. More forward-private constructions can be found in [1, 13, 16, 17, 38].

3 DEFINITIONS

Basic cryptographic primitives. We make use of encryption schemes that are random-ciphertext-secure against chosen-plaintext attacks (RCPA), and pseudo-random functions (PRF). For definitional details, we refer the readers to [6, 26].

Searchable encryption schemes. SSE schemes consist of three algorithms: Setup, Search and Update. During the setup phase, the client outputs an encrypted database $EDB$ and a client state $st$ using the initial plaintext database $DB$ and a master key $K$. The client then sends the encrypted database to an untrusted server and keeps the state $st$ and key $K$ private. The client can then send search or update (add or delete) queries to $EDB$ by generating a search token $qtk$ or an update token $utk$ depending on the query $q$, using its key $K$, state $st$. The server then uses the token to query $EDB$ and returns the results of the operation either in encrypted or plain-text form depending on the scheme. The search or update operations can be interactive or non-interactive.

Security against a persistent adversary. The standard notion of security guarantees that: (1) an encrypted structure reveals no information about its underlying structure beyond the setup leakage $L_S$; (2) that the query algorithm reveals no information about the structure and the queries beyond the query leakage $L_Q$; and that (3) the update algorithm reveals no information about the structure and the update beyond the update leakage $L_U$. The adversary considered is semi-honest, who does not deviate from the protocol. For a formal definition of dynamic SSE and description of correctness and adaptive security of the schemes we refer the readers to [8, 12, 25]. We plan to formally incorporate sgx enclaves into this definition in our full work.

Forward privacy. An important property for dynamic SSE schemes is forward privacy which was introduced in [35] to address some of the limitations of dynamic SSE constructions at the time. The informal requirement described in [35] was that forward-private SSE schemes should not reveal if the file in a file update operation (i.e., a file add or delete) has keywords that were searched for in the past. More specifically, when a client wants to update $EDB$ using a keyword $w$ and a file identifier $fid$, the server must not learn if $w$ was searched in the past. We refer the readers to [2] for the formalization of forward privacy.

Backward Privacy. Backward privacy guarantees that searches on a keyword $w$ do not reveal the file identifiers of the files containing $w$ that have been deleted. This guarantee, as formalized in [3], does not apply to file identifiers that have already been revealed because of a search issued between the addition of the file identifier to the database and its deletion. The three flavors of backward privacy with varying leakage are as follows (using the notation in [3]):

- Type–I schemes leak the file identifiers currently matching $w$ and when they were inserted i.e. their timestamps ($TimeDB(w)$). It also leaks the total number of updates on $w$.
- Type–II schemes leak ($TimeDB(w), Updates(w)$) where $Updates(w)$ is the list of timestamps on all the updates on $w$. $Updates(w)$ does not reveal the identifiers.
- Type–III schemes leak ($TimeDB(w), DelHist(w)$) where $DelHist(w)$ (deletion history) reveals only the timestamps of all the delete updates on $w$ together with the corresponding entries that they remove.

For a more formal definition, we refer the readers to [3].

The only known Type–I schemes Moneta [3] and Orion [17] are based on ORAM. Type–II schemes (Fides [3], Mitra [17]) tend to use multiple round of interactions and high communication overhead.
to complete a search query. To make schemes more efficient, puncturable cryptography primitives are used that complete the search queries in one round trip but they devolve to Type–III (Diana_{del} [3], Janus [3]) which is the weakest form of backward privacy.

4 BACKGROUND ON INTEL SGX

Intel SGX is a set of extensions to Intel’s x86 instruction set which allows for the creation of isolated execution environments called enclaves. We will briefly introduce the main features of SGX in this section. Note that our solution is not limited to SGX but can be used with other TEEs similar to SGX. For a detailed overview, we refer the readers to [10].

Memory Isolation. The enclave is the trusted component of any SGX program and it is located in a dedicated portion of the physical RAM called the Enclave Page Cache (EPC). This is a hardware guarded memory area that does not let the OS or any other untrusted component read/modify it. The size of EPC is 128 MB and the page size is 4KB. The programs use around 96 MB and the rest is for enclave memory bookkeeping. The OS is responsible for managing and dynamically allocating the enclave memory. If any pages are swapped in and out of memory, their integrity and confidentiality is guaranteed. The enclave can access the entire virtual memory of its untrusted host process. The untrusted host or any other enclave cannot directly access code or data associated with an enclave.

Attestation. Various applications may require multiple enclaves to communicate with each other or with a remote party. Before information is exchanged, attestation serves as a mechanism for them to authenticate one another. There are two forms of attestation: local and remote. Local attestation is between two enclaves on the same system by using EREPORT and EGETKEY instructions that generate a signed report for attestation purposes at one enclave and help verify this report at the target enclave. For remote attestation a quote is generated that can be verified by any remote party. To generate this quote the enclave locally attests to a special purpose enclave known as the quoting enclave (QE). The QE then converts this report to a quote, signed with a private key that only the QE can derive using Intel’s anonymous group signature scheme. The remote party verifies this signature by contacting the Intel Attestation Server. This serves as a verification of correct enclave creation and configuration. It also establishes a secure channel between the remote party and an enclave through which secrets can now be shared.

Attacks on Intel SGX. While SGX supported systems can be more efficient than their non-SGX counterparts, it is important to not view SGX like a black-box and place too much trust in it when it comes to security. There are a lot of existing side-channel attacks including cache timing attacks [4, 19, 20, 41] and page-fault attacks [40] that let adversaries extract sensitive information as the untrusted OS is still responsible to manage enclave’s resources including memory. These attacks can reveal enclave memory access patterns at page level or cache line granularity. The attacker can learn something about code paths or data access patterns inside the enclave, as SGX does not protect against them [10]. If a program is data-oblivious (i.e., it does not have control flow branches or memory access patterns that depend on the values of sensitive data) most of these attacks will not be effective in extracting that data. ORAM techniques work to ensure this but they have considerable overhead and sometimes are not required. In our schemes we will make sure that leakage via side channels\(^1\) do not break backward privacy or our SSE scheme in general. But we make no guarantees about security against side-channel attacks that can be discovered in the future. We should also be aware that as time progresses, vulnerabilities in SGX and other trusted execution environments will be fixed. For example, Sanctum [11] is an academic SGX-like system that is resilient to both cache-timing and page-fault attacks. As mentioned in [14], this demonstrates that SGX is an evolving technology, even hardware based countermeasures are and will keep being incorporated into future SGX versions. Also AES encryption and decryption using the AES-NI hardware instruction has not been shown to be vulnerable to cache attacks and our schemes will be implemented using this instruction set.

5 OUR PRELIMINARY CONSTRUCTIONS

In this section we describe our three preliminary constructions Bunker-A, Bunker-B and Fort which are Type–III, Type–II and Type–I backward private respectively. These schemes take inspiration from the ideas in [3] and the forward privacy techniques in [13].

Bunker. Bunker-B is a Type–II backward private scheme. It follows the general approach of both existing Type–II schemes, Fides [3] and Mitra [17]. It uses SGX to reduce the number of search round-trips to 1, making the scheme non-interactive as opposed to both Fides and Mitra which have interactive search protocols. The details of the Bunker-B are provided in fig. 1. At a very high level, the trick is to have the enclave read in the results of the search query, remove the deleted entries, re-encrypt the current results and replace them in the encrypted database. SGX will not only help to reduce the round trips required but also the communication complexity as the client directly receive only the documents currently matching his queried keyword.

In previous works, Type–III schemes were proposed to reduce the round-trips of Type–II schemes and to improve upon the inefficiencies of Type–I and Type–II schemes. As Bunker-B is already an efficient single trip Type–II scheme, there is no need for us to weaken the the backward privacy guarantee and propose a Type–III scheme. Nevertheless, Bunker-A is a Type–III scheme which is faster than Bunker-B in so much that the enclave does not need to re-encrypt and re-insert the result set of a search and the untrusted server doesn’t need to delete all the entries from EDB. It does that in the following way: when the untrusted server sends the results from the EDB to the secure enclave, it decrypts everything and then asks the server to remove all the delete updates along with their corresponding entries. It then sends the remaining identifiers to the client.

Leakage. The setup leakage is just the size of the initial database. The update leakage for our scheme is the just the number of updates in the batch. The query leakage for Bunker-B and Bunker-A,\(^1\)More dangerous attacks such as L1 Terminal Fault or Foreshadow [5, 39] similar to Spectre [27] and Meltdown [28] are considered out of scope for this work. Intel has since released microcode patches (CVE-2018-3615) to secure enclaves against these attacks. There was also an indication that future processors will be secure against these attacks.
We can get away with this because we use a helper structure inspired by write-only ORAM [32] which together with a SGX enclave saves the client a lot in computation and communication costs. We make the following changes to Bunker-B:

- **Setup** is the same as Bunker-B but the untrusted server now initializes an OMAP called \( OMap_{u} \). Whenever you put a label, value for a keyword \( w \) and a file identifier \( fid \) in the EDB, you also put the label in \( OMap_{u} \) using a PRF evaluation of \( (w, fid) \) as the key. A write-only ORAM, \( Stash_{del} \) of deleted labels label is also initialized whose state and stash is inside the enclave. \( Stash_{del} \) will guarantee the untrusted server will not know if something was added to or removed from it. We defer the details of this to our full work.

- **Update** is the same as in Bunker-B except that now the enclave also puts the label in \( OMap_{u} \) appropriately if the update is an add. If it was a delete, it obliviously retrieves the right label from \( OMap_{u} \). It then executes the necessary dummy operations on \( OMap_{u} \) to hide whether the update was a delete or an add. The enclave then writes the label into \( Stash_{del} \) if the operation was a delete.

- **Search** is the same as in Bunker-B except that now the enclave reads in the whole \( Stash_{del} \), discards the label in \( Stash_{del} \) that match the labels it was about to send to the untrusted server for retrieval. These deleted labels are never send to the server and are also removed from the stash.

We would also like to point that if we relax the definition of Type-1 and allow non-forward private deletes for already revealed fileIDs, we would only require \( OMap_{u} \) and \( Stash_{del} \) to be a normal dictionary and set (deferred to full work). Also note that the computation complexity for search is \( O(n_{w} + \sum_{w} d_{w}) \) but this a worst case scenario where deletes keep piling up in \( Stash_{del} \). On average it should be \( O(n_{w} + c) \) where \( c \) is some constant. In rare query patterns (depending on the use case of the scheme) if \( c \gg n_{w} \), we can switch the write-only ORAM structure with an actual ORAM in order to avoid the “linear scan” by the enclave. Our client storage is more than Orion and Moneta because they put their client state in an ORAM on the untrusted server and they can afford to communicate with the server without changing their communication complexity as they already communicate with the encrypted searches structures which are ORAM based. If we were to do the

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Scheme} & \text{Search (Computation)} & \text{Update (Computation)} & \text{Search (Communication)} & \text{Update (Communication)} & \text{Search Roundtrips} & \text{Client Storage} & \text{BP type} \\
\hline
\text{Fort} & O(n_{w} + \sum_{w} d_{w}) & O(\log^2 N) & O(n_{w}) & O(1) & 1 & O(W \log D) & I \\
\text{Moneta} & O(a_{w} \log N + \log^2 N) & O(\log^2 N) & O(a_{w} \log N + \log^3 N) & O(\log^3 N) & 3 & O(1) & I \\
\text{Orion} & O(n_{w} \log^2 N) & O(\log^2 N) & O(n_{w} \log^2 N) & O(\log^2 N) & 1 & O(1) & I \\
\text{Bunker-B} & O(a_{w}) & O(1) & O(n_{w}) & O(1) & 1 & O(W \log D) & II \\
\text{Fides} & O(a_{w}) & O(1) & O(a_{w}) & O(1) & 2 & O(W \log D) & II \\
\text{Mitra} & O(a_{w}) & O(a_{w}) & O(a_{w}) & O(1) & 2 & O(W \log D) & II \\
\text{Bunker-A} & O(a_{w}) & O(1) & O(n_{w}) & O(1) & 1 & O(W \log D) & III \\
\text{Diana}_{del} & O(a_{w}) & O(\log a_{w}) & O(n_{w} + d_{w} \log a_{w}) & O(1) & 2 & O(W \log D) & III \\
\text{Janus} & O(n_{w} d_{w}) & O(1) & O(n_{w}) & O(1) & 1 & O(W \log D) & III \\
\text{Horus} & O(n_{w} \log d_{w} \log N) & O(\log^2 N) & O(n_{w} \log d_{w} \log N) & O(\log^2 N) & O(\log d_{w}) & O(W \log D) & III \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

is exactly what Type–II and Type–III schemes leak, respectively. Encryption and decryption using AES-NI\(^2\) hardware instruction (designed to be constant-time) ensure that there is no side channel leakage of the encryption key during updates and searches. During the removal of deleted entries inside the enclave, we make sure that the leakage at page level or cache line granularity is meaningless (i.e. it doesn’t reveal which entry is discarded and which makes it to the final list) by using oblivious primitives such as ones discussed in [31] that are based on Intel instructions such as CMOV and SETG. Due to lack of space, we will discuss our constructions in the full version of the paper. In Bunker-A, because we essentially tell the untrusted server, which delete update cancels which add update, the adversary learns nothing with the page-level side channel leakage.

**Efficiency.** The communication complexity for both schemes for both search and update is \( O(n_{w}) \) (which is an improvement due to SGX over existing schemes) and \( O(1) \) respectively (notations explained in Table 1). The computation complexity for updates is \( O(1) \) and for search, it is \( O(a_{w}) \) (specifically it is the number of updates between two recent searches on \( w + n_{w} \)). Both operations take a single round-trip. The size of the client state is \( O(W \log D) \) which is the standard in these schemes but the state can be kept in the enclave if it is small enough or can be kept on the untrusted server in an ORAM at the cost of extra computation on the enclave.

**Fort.** Due to lack of space, we will just give a high level view of our Type–I scheme. The efficiency of the scheme can be found in Table 1 and will be further discussed along with the leakage in our full work. The main difference between Fort and Bunker is that we only want to retrieve the current matches during the search i.e. no deleted documents from the EDB without doing oblivious operations over the whole EDB like in Moneta or Orion. In order to do that we use an oblivious map (OMAP) such as the one in Orion [17], but the main difference is while they do all the updates and the searches on an oblivious map, we only use it during updates. We can get away with this because we use a helper structure inspired by the write-only ORAM in [32] which together with a SGX enclave saves the client a lot in computation and communication costs. We make the following changes to Bunker-B:

\[\text{AES encryption/decryption using these instructions have data-independent timing and involve only data-independent memory access.}\]
same, it won’t affect our communication complexity as the enclave would just be reading the state after getting the queries from the client and will compute appropriate tokens. But this will affect our computation complexity during searches as we are not doing any ORAM operations during searches. This should not make a difference during updates as oblivious operations already take place during them. Hence, we chose to keep the standard client storage as is.

6 FUTURE WORK
In the full paper, we will expand on our constructions and discuss their leakages in detail. We will evaluate our constructions on real SGX hardware and would like to show what do the efficiencies gained translate to in practice. We will also work on the formal security proofs for our schemes. Formal models for SGX and hardware enclaves generally are given in [14, 37] which will be used as the basis for the security proofs for our SGX supported dynamic SSE schemes.
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